BUILDING ACCESS CONTROL

Spring Semester 2022

VCUarts Qatar community members will only be granted access at the main entrance by:

• Scanning your ID card on the card reader or signing in if you do not have/forgot your ID
• Showing your green Ehteraz app with vaccinated status/a recovered status within the last 9 months/or a rapid test within the last 7 days

Visitors:

• Visitors may access the building by following all of the protocols above
BUILDING OPERATIONS

Spring Semester 2022

VCUarts Qatar community members should expect:

- Employees to have 24hr access to the building
- Student/Visitor access to be limited to 7am-9pm
- Food/beverage services to resume
  - Seated and socially distanced
- Reduced gathering spaces (no majlis furniture)
- Activities to require additional planning/approvals

VCUarts Qatar community members should not expect:

- A complete return to pre-COVID building operations